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1.

Introduction

1.1.

On 11 March 2009, the Legislative Council appointed a Select Committee to inquire
into the factors leading to and causes of failures in the provision of metropolitan and
V/Line train services. The Select Committee has invited Siemens Rail Services
Bayside Pty Ltd (Siemens Rail Services) to give evidence in relation to such failures.
Siemens Rail Services is pleased to provide its submission to the Select Committee
and to attend to give evidence.

1.2.

This submission outlines Siemens Rail Services’ involvement in the metropolitan train
service and its experience as maintainer of the Siemens Nexas trains. It gives a
description of the Siemens Nexas trains including the braking system and covers
incidents encountered by Siemens Rail Services when maintaining the trains, the
reporting system involved and other incidents and issues.

2.

Siemens

2.1.

Siemens Rail Services is a wholly owned subsidiary of Siemens Ltd., which is the
regional company in Australia. Both are members of the Siemens AG group of
companies head quartered in Germany. Siemens Rail Services is a special purpose
company incorporated for the sole purpose of maintaining the Siemens Nexas trains.

2.2.

For over 160 years, Siemens has built and maintained a global reputation in around
190 countries for technological excellence, innovation, quality and reliability. As a
major supplier and partner to the transportation industry, Siemens is committed to
providing complete mobility solutions to tackle the dramatic growth in population and
urbanisation rates. Australia and New Zealand possess one of the world’s most
urbanised populations, separated by vast geographical distances. Along with the
aging mobility infrastructure and the requirement for the inter-operability of systems,
this creates unique challenges for delivering cost-effective and accessible mobility
solutions. Siemens is experienced in providing integrated transport and logistic
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solutions based on a philosophy of complete and accessible mobility, including
infrastructure systems for railways through to solutions for rolling stock, airport
logistics and postal automation.
2.3.

Siemens is a world leading manufacturer of commuter and metro trains. Since 1998,
Siemens trains have been delivered to numerous cities including Deutsche Bahn’s
Mittelrheinbahn; Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; BTS Bangkok , Thailand; Metro Oslo,
Norway; Sao Paulo, Brazil; Brussels, Belgium, and cities in United Kingdom; Greece;
Bulgaria; Slovenia and Netherlands.

3. Background
3.1.

In March 2000, Siemens Ltd. was awarded a contract to supply 62 new three-car
trains to Melbourne’s metropolitan network. The contract was originally entered into
with National Express Group Australia (Bayside Trains) Pty Ltd (“National Express”)
(the original franchisee). The trains were specifically designed to meet National
Express’ requirements for use on the Bayside train franchise and as a result were
named the “Nexas” trains. The supply contract contained an option for a further 10 3car trains.

3.2.

Due to its insolvency in December 2003, a Receiver and Manager was appointed to
National Express and in April 2004 Melbourne Transport Enterprises Pty Ltd
(Connex) which was already the franchisee of the Hillside train franchise, also
became the franchisee of the Bayside train franchise.

3.3.

Throughout the period of uncertainty with the transfer from National Express to
Connex, Siemens continued to deliver and maintain the Nexas trains supporting the
Department of Transport through this challenging period.

3.4.

The first Siemens Nexas train was put into revenue service on 21 March 2003 with
successive tranches being delivered progressively thereafter. Having demonstrated
its capability to deliver on-time and on-budget, an option for a further 10 trains was
exercised in order to meet increased train capacity and anticipated additional demand
with visitors to the Commonwealth Games in 2006. Due to the insolvency of National
Express, the option rolling stock was supplied directly to Rolling Stock Holdings
(Victoria) Pty Limited (a government entity).

3.5.

The Nexas trains were largely designed and built in Vienna, Austria, with Australian
local content provided in the form of air conditioning (HVAC), CCTV, pantograph,
couplers, doors and seats. Australian components were installed in Newport
Melbourne, and testing and commissioning was also conducted at this site.
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3.6.

Delivery of all 72 trains was completed in January 2006.

3.7.

With Victoria the proud host of the Commonwealth Games in March 2006, Siemens,
worked closely with Connex and the Victorian Department of Infrastructure enabling
Siemens to deliver the 10 optional trains six months ahead of schedule, in time for the
Games.

3.8.

Special mention should be made of the good availability and high reliability of the
Nexas trains throughout the Commonwealth Games period. With the strong
commitment of Connex, Siemens Rail Services, The Department of Infrastructure and
the Union, all parties cooperated to deliver superior train performance over the period
of very high passenger demand. This experience has demonstrated what can be
achieved when all parties cooperate with the same objective.

3.9.

Siemens Rail Services was also contracted to provide maintenance of the trains
under a Fleet Maintenance Agreement for a period of 15 years (subject to
refranchising) at the Newport depot.

4.
4.1.

Siemens Rail Services Maintenance Responsibilities
Siemens Rail Services performs preventative maintenance of the Siemens
Nexas trains in accordance with the Rolling Stock Maintenance Plan agreed
with the Franchisee, together with reactive maintenance (as required) for a
fixed lump sum price based on bands of kilometres travelled.

4.2.

The whole fleet of Siemens Nexas trains travels on average between 650 to
900 thousand kilometres per month.

4.3.

Key Performance Indicators under the Fleet Maintenance Agreement include
availability for revenue service from the Newport depot and reliability. These
key performance indicators have consistently been achieved through the
maintenance period.

4.4.

In August 2009, Siemens concluded negotiations with Metro Trains Melbourne
(the successful new franchisee replacing Connex) to continue managing the
maintenance of the Siemens trains for an initial three year period. This
arrangement will enable Siemens and MTM to share their knowledge and
focus jointly on providing a superior train service.
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5.

The Siemens Nexas Trains

5.1.

The Siemens Nexas trains are designed for commuter operations. They have
superior high quality features such as:
(a)

the only new generation train with air-bag suspension, which allows for a
smoother more comfortable and quieter ride;

(b)

the only new train with a lightweight stainless steel body providing protection
against corrosion, particularly in the Melbourne Bayside environment;

(c)

electric and pneumatic (disc) braking which enables energy regeneration on
braking to return electricity to the grid and thereby reducing brake wear and
energy consumption and hence environmental impact (prior to implementation
of Brake Concept 5.1);

(d)

wide open gangways to enable heating and cooling throughout the train, such
that if any HVAC unit fails, the ambient temperature is still maintained and
also to ensure the rapid flow of passengers boarding and leaving the unit to
reduce dwell times at stations;

(e)

extra-wide electric plug sliding doors specifically designed for National
Express to enable rapid flow of passengers boarding and leaving the unit to
reduce dwell times at stations;

(f)

rubber elements and noise-optimised cast steel housing are used for acoustic
protection and therefore a quieter ride;

5.2.

(g)

maximum speed of 148 km/h and an operating speed of 130 km/h; and

(h)

three phase AC traction propulsion to minimise maintenance.

The Siemens Nexas trains consist of three-car units composed of two motor cars and
one trailer car (T-car). The motor cars carry the traction container, the brake resistor
and electrical equipment boxes underfloor. Both motor cars are equipped with driver’s
cabs to enable operation in two directions.

5.3.

Each car is supported by two bogies. The motor cars are mounted on motor bogies
with both wheel-sets, driven by traction motors. The trailer car is mounted on trailer
bogies, which do not provide propulsion, as this is not required to achieve the
required running performance in Melbourne under full load conditions. By the use of
improved and optimised components of service-proven bogies, a high performance
broad gauge bogie has been designed that ensures high reliability, ease of
maintenance, low service costs, high flexibility and excellent riding comfort. The antiroll bar enables a stable car body in terms of roll and also reduces the dynamic tilting
of the car body in curves and through points.
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5.4.

Two units can be coupled mechanically, pneumatically as well as electrically for
multiple traction purposes as a six-car train to provide greater passenger capacity.

5.5.

Each car is equipped with two roof mounted compact HVAC units each of which
comprises two air compressors. Each air compressor is ducted to one quarter of the
car. The HVAC system specification is complex, requiring the capability to account for
the variable conditions of heating and cooling, passenger load, ambient temperature
and humidity. However, the HVAC system in the Nexas trains fully meet the
specification requirements, including responding to meet cooling and heating
requirements when one air-conditioning unit has failed and at the specified maximum
ambient conditions.

5.6.

The car body is of light-weight stainless steel construction and built to international
standard UIC 566. Both the motor and trailer car utilise the same modular elements
for the car body which has as many identical parts as possible, such as window and
door elements. An unpainted exterior surface emphasises the durable stainless steel
character of the train and eliminates the need for ongoing painting of the cars.

5.7.

Safety features include anti-climbers, designed to withstand a compressive force of
1,800 kN, fitted at both ends of the underframe. Automatic couplers mounted on the
end of the units are capable of absorbing energy without deformation up to 7 km/h,
and with deformation up to 15 km/h to avoid damage to the car body and its structure.
The front mask of the driver’s cab is a self supporting FRP sandwich compound
structure with a large windscreen.

5.8.

Anti-vandalism features have been included to provide protection against vandalism
as required by the customer. Ergonomically designed seats are made from aluminium
frames with separate seat and back cushions which are easily exchangeable using a
vandal resistant fastening system.

5.9.

The drivers’ cab was designed in close cooperation with the operator and the drivers.
The drivers’ wishes for the layout and features of the cab were carefully considered
and accommodated. The wide windscreen gives an excellent view of the track and
signals and is glued into the front mask. The rear wall of the cab houses racks for
electronic equipment such as the closed circuit TV (CCTV) system and the public
address (PA) control system.

5.10. A High Speed Circuit Breaker (HSCB) of proven design connects the overhead line
current to the traction inverter. In braking operation, the inverter converts the kinetic
energy of the traction motors into DC power, which is suitable for return of electricity
to the overhead power line (regenerative braking).
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6. The Siemens Nexas Brake System

6.1.

Each Siemens Nexas train operates with 6 different brake systems consisting of a
combination of electric and pneumatic brakes including emergency brake, normal
service brakes (electric and pneumatic), holding brake and parking brake.

6.2.

The normal service brakes are operated by the driver moving his master controller
away from the driving position. The application of the electric brakes is controlled by
the Traction Control Units (TCUs) with the application of the pneumatic (mechanical)
brakes controlled by the Brake Control Units (BCUs).The Brake Control Modules
(BCMs) control the actual air flow to the pneumatic brakes. Each motor car has a
TCU and all three cars have a BCU which controls the two BCMs located in the
underframe.

6.3.

The Emergency Brake, operated automatically or by the driver moving his master
controller into the emergency position, immediately applies the full pneumatic brake
on all cars. In this case the opportunity to regenerate power to the overhead line is
foregone in preference to applying all pneumatic brakes at maximum deceleration
whilst ensuring that the wheels do not slide.

6.4.

Wheel Slip and Wheel Slide Protection (WSP) is provided in the traction and braking
systems respectively. This equipment protects the wheels and track from damage
under low adhesion conditions but importantly optimises the usage of available
adhesion. The acceleration and braking of the trains is only as good as the available
adhesion between wheel and rail and this available adhesion should be fully utilised.
Wheel slide protection is similar to an ABS system commonly installed in motor cars
to prevent blocking the wheel. In the Nexas trains, service and emergency brake
force is load compensated. This means that with greater load the brake force is
increased.

6.5.

Under normal operating conditions, the electric service brakes on the Siemens Nexas
trains are designed to be sufficient to stop the train safely without the need to apply
the pneumatic brakes. The design of the braking system on Siemens trains enables
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the utilisation of the electrical brakes down to a speed of 2km/h compared with
between 8km/h and 15km/h on other trains. This allows regeneration of energy for
use by other trains and reduces wear and tear of the pneumatic equipment and
therefore, on operating and maintenance costs.
6.6.

The pneumatic brakes apply automatically to supplement or replace the electric
brakes only where the circumstances (for example high passenger load coupled with
high speed) require it, as well as in conditions of wheel slide. For example, in a slide
situation where the difference in train speed and wheel speed exceeds a defined
threshold value, the electric brakes (operating on two cars) would initiate a transition
to the pneumatic system (operating on three cars) with the trailer car pneumatic
brakes assisting in the retardation of the train.

6.7.

Poor track adhesion levels adversely affect braking. In order to confirm the correct
functioning of the wheel slide equipment fitted to the Nexas trains, notwithstanding
that this same equipment is fitted to many train fleets throughout the world, including
Melbourne, a ‘WSPER’ test (Wheel Slip Protection Evaluation Rig) was performed on
the Siemens Nexas WSP equipment in the UK at the request of Connex. That test
showed that adhesion levels of as low as 2.5% could be accommodated by the
equipment fitted to the Nexas trains compared to the minimum 6% adhesion levels
required by the International Standard UIC 514.

6.8.

This condensed explanation describes how the brake system operated on the
Siemens trains prior to the implementation of Brake Concept 5.1 (BC 5.1) in 2008
(discussed in below).

7. Brake Concept 5.1
7.1.

At the request of Connex following reported platform overshoots, Siemens
implemented Brake Concept 5.1. This resulted in the permanent activation of the
pneumatic brakes on the Trailer Car. Siemens considers that BC 5.1 is not necessary
and that it would be preferable to resolve infrastructure issues and implement other
measures to deal with low adhesion (see further below).

7.2.

A disadvantage of BC 5.1 is a very significant increase in the wear and tear of the
pneumatic brake system components, with a resultant increase in operational costs.
Prior to the implementation of BC 5.1, the pneumatic brake system was essentially
maintenance free, with profiling of discs only required at estimated 20 year intervals,
replacement of discs not required in a train’s lifetime and brake pads only requiring
replacement every 10 years. As a comparison, since implementation of BC 5.1 the
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brake pads need replacement every 6-8 weeks and the discs need to be profiled
every 14 months resulting in a requirement to replace every 3 years.

8. Definition “Failures”
8.1.

From the perspective of the Select Committee, we understand that the issue at the
heart of the inquiry is the cause of train cancellations and delays.

8.2.

Siemens Rail Services cannot provide any detailed data or statistics relating to train
cancellations and delays, as this information is held and controlled by the Franchisee.
However, Siemens Rail Services can give a perspective based on the observations it
has made, knowledge that it has gained of the issues reported to it in its role as train
maintainer, and its understanding of the cause of those problems as an experienced
provider of rolling stock solutions.

9. How are incidents reported to Siemens Rail Services?
9.1.

Fault Management Protocol (FMP)
(a)

In May 2009 following a review by Connex, an amended FMP was introduced
to manage train faults following. Siemens understands that the main reason
for the review was to address changes in the needs of the rail network since
the FMP was initially developed in 1997, including the introduction of new train
fleets and changes in the way the network was operated. Changes were
made to the categorisation of faults and deferment periods.

(b)

The current FMP provides a protocol for assessing faults against serviceability
criteria with the objective of allowing the majority of trains with faults (other
than safety critical faults) to remain in service to the extent possible.

9.2.

The FMP relies on the drivers to make the initial assessment of a fault by using a
Serviceability Criteria Book which sets out the train faults, categories and applicable
deferment periods. Faults range from Critical through to Minor faults, with deferment
periods ranging from immediate disembarking of all passengers through to 28 days,
depending on the seriousness of the fault. The driver must consider the affect the
fault will have on the safe operation of the train and make a decision as to whether it
is possible for the train to remain in service. If the driver considers that it is not
possible for the train to remain in service the driver must immediately notify the Train
Controller, and together, the Driver and the Train Controller will consider the
appropriate action to take by reference to the FMP.
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9.3.

The Driver is required to complete a Train Malfunction Message (TMM) for all faults
and advise the Train Controller by radio or mobile phone of the fault. The Train
Controller then enters the fault details into the FMP computer.

9.4.

Once the fault details have been entered into the FMP computer, the Fleet Controller
is then responsible for making arrangements for the faulty train to be stabled for
repair within the applicable deferment period prescribed by the FMP. Once the train is
stabled the Maintenance Team will determine whether a fault requires repair and any
required repairs are then performed by Siemens maintenance staff.

10.

Issues reported to Siemens Rail Services in the FMP

10.1.

Siemens statistics show the following events were reported in descending order of
occurrence:
(a)

No Fault Found events average around 213 per month. A No Fault Found
occurs when a fault was entered in the system, but no fault rectification was
required. It can be caused by a misunderstanding of fault indicators which do
not require immediate attention, but attention only at the next scheduled
service. Siemens considers that improved training and optimisation of the
human-machine-interface (HMI) could avoid unnecessary withdrawal of trains
for this reason from service.

(b)

Vandalism events are around 110 per month across the Siemens fleet.

(c)

System faults. Over the last 12 months, about 65 system faults (e.g. windows,
lighting, couplers, CCTV, PA, HVAC, doors, pantograph etc) are reported per
month (0.03 events per train per day).

Monthly kilometres travelled vary, and the number of faults is relative to the number of
kilometres travelled.
10.2.

Our general view on reasons for incidents relating to Siemens Nexas Trains is as
follows:
(a)

Vandalism including vandalism of the cab is a frequent occurrence causing
disruption to the system. Options for dealing with vandalism include increased
security and publicity;

(b)

Number of different train types on the system: there are 4 different train types
operated on the metropolitan network. Train drivers are required to switch
between all 4 train types at short intervals. As each train is remarkably
different this can result in misunderstanding on fault reporting and incorrect
operation. The trains have completely different cab layouts, dash boards and
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operating methodologies. Siemens is working with group and committee
sessions to review the Human-Machine-Interface and to review the fault and
status indication panel;
(c)

1500V overhead supply voltage failure: The 1500V is supplied via overhead
contact wire. Problems with traction substations have lead to unreliability of
the 1500V supply. If the overhead line drops below a defined threshold,
onboard protection circuits are triggered to avoid short circuit and damage to
the trains. The reduced voltage may also lead to unavailability of HVAC and
other components. An information message will be stored in the Train Control
Unit (TCU) data logger and can be evaluated by Siemens Rail Services
maintenance staff. These indications are often misinterpreted and recorded as
a failure in the train, however in reality they are caused by a failure of the
overhead supply voltage.

(d)

Poor condition of infrastructure: The public transport infrastructure is aged and
requires upgrading, renewal and improved maintenance. The poor condition
of the rail infrastructure causes additional corrective maintenance to be
performed on the Siemens Nexas Trains. It is also a contributing factor in the
cause of Signal Passed at Danger (SPADs). Specifically level crossings;
points; tracks; sleepers and sub-stations are in poor condition. Evidence of the
poor track condition can be found on the Nexas trains where movement
between body and bogies has been excessive, resulting in the bogies hitting
their ‘hard stops’ on the body. Where the track infrastructure is maintained in
good condition the bogies and car body ‘hard stops’ would never come into
contact.

(e)

Industrial issues: Industrial issues are a contributing factor to train availability
and the underlying issues in dispute should be addressed with a view to a
long term resolution of those issues.

(f)

Signal Passed at Danger (SPADs): SPAD reports occur in all rolling stock and
in all rail systems. Of these, platform overshoots in Siemens Nexas trains
have received heightened media attention. However attention needs to be
paid to all SPADs in all types of rolling stock. For Siemens Rail Services, the
occurrence, frequency and cause of SPADs is difficult to analyse due to the
lack of a transparent reporting system that is capable of critical analysis.
Whilst it is our understanding that other types of rolling stock experience a far
greater number of SPADs than the Siemens Nexas trains, we will not be able
to verify this until the records of SPADs are made available in a manner that
can be critically and independently analysed.
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(g)

Speed Restrictions: One of the difficulties in operating the Melbourne train
network is the set time table that applies to all conditions. This makes it
difficult for drivers to set speeds appropriate for prevailing conditions (wet
conditions; poor track condition etc). In our experience it is usual for Operators
to acknowledge degraded conditions and to accept that trains operate to a
slower timetable at these times.

11.

Reported Platform Overshoots in Siemens Nexas Trains

11.1.

Background
(a)

As discussed above, platform overshoots are a type of SPAD. To properly
understand platform overshoot issues across all trains and the network, all
SPADs need to be properly analysed. A systematic, transparent and objective
reporting system is required for this.

(b)

Some platform overshoots have been reported on Nexas trains. Each was
investigated and the brakes on the Siemens Nexas trains were found to be
operating properly.

(c)
11.2.

There is an ongoing investigation by OCI into platform overshoots.

System Issue
Overshoots are a System-issue caused by a number of influencing factors, such as:
(a)

environment: humidity, leaf, fog, drizzle, damp, salty air and in Melbourne, ash
following (the February 2009) bushfires;

(b)

track condition: rail profile, roughness, contamination, slippery surface;

(c)

braking technique: braking start point, awareness of low adhesion conditions,
driver training and information;

(d)

brake system of the train: brake systems can contribute to wheel slides. The
Siemens Nexas trains use a combination of electro-dynamic and electropneumatic brakes. The brake system of the Siemens trains is not the root
cause of platform overshoots;

(e)

wheel slide prevention system: Siemens Rail Services believes that the
absence of a wheel slide prevention system will increase SPADs. A wheel
slide prevention system is analogous to ABS in cars. The Siemens Nexas
trains use a Knorr system “MSG2” which has been used world-wide since
1998 has been tested at the WSPER test rig in the UK.
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11.3.

All overshoots reported occurred in typical weather conditions (light rain after a longer
dry period) and evaluations have shown that at these times the adhesion between rail
and wheel fell below 4%.

11.4.

No systemic brake failure or design fault could be found after numerous tests and
expert investigations.

11.5.

From experience in other countries (UK / Europe) it is readily apparent that
overshoots are a widely-spread problem which can minimised by several measures.

11.6.

International railway investigations show the number of overshoots will be reduced by
several measures including well maintained and good quality infrastructure and driver
training as well as driver alert systems. A driver alert system allows the driver to
receive real time alerts of specific problems and incidents on the network.

11.7.

Regular railhead treatment such as cleaning and grinding will help to improve the
adhesion. Rail track maintenance and quality has been neglected on the Melbourne
metropolitan network and immediate attention is required in this regard.

11.8.

Many railway operators choose to equip their trains with sanders to increase
adhesion between wheel and rail. This equipment was offered to National Express
but not purchased.

11.9.

There have been encouraging advances in low adhesion management in UK where
Train Owners, Train Operating Companies, Train Manufacturers, Train Equipment
Manufacturers and Infrastructure Managers are working closely together to
investigate and significantly reduce overshoots1.

11.10. Siemens is confident that, together with the new Franchisee, improved measures will
be implemented on the system to manage low adhesion conditions occurring from
time to time in the Melbourne network.
11.11. As discussed above, Siemens does not consider the imposition of speed restrictions
were necessary following the reported platform overshoots.
11.12. Whilst it is prudent to impound a train for testing following an overshoot, it should be
recognised that multiple overshoots occurring at the same location are more likely to
be a result of issues with the location and the infrastructure than the train.
11.13. In any event, testing should be carried out as quickly as possible against a
standardised testing procedure applied against all train types to determine whether
there is a fault with the train. This would enable trains to be quickly returned to
service and provide confidence in the safety of the trains operating on the network.
1

Rail Accident Investigation Branch of the Department for Transport (UK) (2007) “Rail Accident Report, Autumn Adhesion
Investigation Part 3: Review of Adhesion Related Incidents, Autumn 2005”.
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12.

Other Incidents and Issues:

12.1

Other incidents and issues reported in the FMP and handled by Siemens are as
follows:
(a)

Pantograph: collisions and entanglements due to vandalism (people throwing
things on the roof of trains).

(b)

Air-Conditioning (HVAC): The specification for the Siemens Nexas trains
stipulates a maximum ambient temperature of 43 degrees. The Siemens
Nexas trains have the advantage that a single (or more) air-conditioner failure
does not mean that the train needs to be taken out of revenue service, in fact
up to 50% of air-conditioners can fail in a 3-car unit before the interior
temperature is adversely affected. This is because there are open gangways
in the Siemens Nexas trains and the remaining air-conditioners have the
capacity to maintain the interior temperature. Unfortunately Siemens Nexas
trains were unnecessarily taken out of service during the excessive heat in
summer as this fact was not understood. The operating protocol in this regard
should be changed for Siemens Nexas trains in recognition of this special
feature of these trains.

(c)

Air Supply: Air-Supply has been affected by failures in the overhead power
system due to sub-station defects. Siemens has offered to modify the
Siemens Nexas trains to overcome this issue, pending rectification of the substations. However this offer has not been taken up to date.

(d)

Bogie traction system and auxiliary power system failures have been caused
mainly by the poor rail corridor infrastructure. These incidents will be reduced
if the rail corridor infrastructure (including the rail track; overhead power
supply and substations) is upgraded.

(e)

Doors: have been affected by vandalism and people boarding trains late, this
partly caused by overcrowding of trains. Increased driver training will also
assist to reduce these incidents.

(f)

Headlights: Siemens was requested to replace the headlights on the Siemens
Nexas trains with the same equipment as fitted to other trains. The
replacement headlights have a much shorter lifetime than the originally
installed equipment.
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13.

Issues raised regarding Siemens Rolling Stock in submissions and in the
hearings:

13.1.

Speed Restrictions: As discussed above, Siemens considers that the speed
restrictions on the Caulfield and Northern Groups of lines from March 2009 were
unnecessary. However SPADs across the entire Melbourne train network, including
operating and infrastructure conditions should be systematically investigated. The
design of the Siemens Nexas trains is not the root cause of these issues. If the train
design had been found to be defective by the Victorian Rail Safety Regulator, The
Victorian Office of the Safety Investigator, the Department of Transport, Connex, or
the numerous consulting engineers appointed to investigate the train design then they
would have stopped revenue service with the Siemens Nexas trains. In fact, If
Siemens had any concerns regarding the safety of its trains, it would immediately
request the withdrawal of the trains itself.

13.2.

Air Conditioning: Siemens Rail Services’ understanding is that the main issues faced
during the 2008/9 summer involved overloading of amperage on the Heat Solid State
Relay (HSSR) of the heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) unit. Siemens
Nexas trains were unnecessarily withdrawn from the system during this period as
discussed above. In fact Siemens Nexas trains have the benefit of allowing up to 50%
HVAC failure before passenger comfort is adversely affected. The operating
procedures need to be amended to reflect this and avoid further strain on the public
transport system this coming summer.

13.3.

The State Submission: We would also like to point out an error in the State
Submission in the Government submission where it states on page 28: “previously
brakes on non-motorised carriages had been applied only in emergencies”. This is
incorrect and should in fact read “previously brakes on non-motorised carriages had
been applied in extreme slide situations at any speed, at speeds >80km/h dependant
on the actual load of the unit, at speeds between 0-8km/h (in some cases 0-2km/h in
case of possible regeneration) and in emergencies”.

14.

Conclusion:

14.1.

Siemens Nexas trains are high quality with a number of superior features over other
trains on the system. Repeated testing shows that the brake system on the Siemens
Nexas trains performs well and is not the root cause of platform overshoots.

14.2.

SPADs are experienced by all train types across the entire network. The causes of
SPADs across all train types need to be carefully analysed against a transparent
reporting system which allows for critical analysis and comparison.
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14.3.

The Melbourne rail corridor infrastructure requires additional maintenance and
upgrades. Other system and operational issues need to be reviewed and addressed.

14.4.

Proper consideration needs to be given to the requirement for drivers to operate
different train types on a frequent basis, and whether procedural changes (including
further support and training) are required to address this challenge.

________________________________________________
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